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Campus Cat Runs for
SGA Purresidency
The feline is the first of her kind to run fur office

MISTY
Anthony Gabbianelli| The Montclarion
Misty the campus cat poses next to her “Vote for Misty” sign. Misty is running as a presidential candidate for the Student Government Association.

After numerous rumors
stirred across campus just a
day before the Student Government Association (SGA) de-

bate, Misty the cat officially announced on Monday that she
will be running as a presidential candidate for the 2018-2019
school year.
“As a long-term resident,
Misty feels that she knows how

she can improve the campus,”
said Ima Phony, the campus
cat’s spokesperson. “She would
make a purrrfect president.”
At the debate, Misty said her
main mission is to pass a bill
that allows for therapy animals

and strays to enroll in classes.
“Montclair State is diverse
and provides an equal education for all hoomans,” Misty
said. “I think the next step is
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Soda on
Campus
Revoked, but
Students Can
Now Toke
Dominique Evans
Chief Copy Editor
Pennington plans to let students puff and bans soda
After countless weeks of speculation, it has been confirmed
that Vice President for Student
Development and Campus Life
Dr. Karen Pennington has put
into effect the removal of all
soda machines on campus.
The machines and the funds
used to keep them stocked will
be used for their replacement
marijuana dispensary machines.
Students have had mixed reactions to the trade-off. Senior
anthropology major Daria Morgendorffer is only a partial supporter of the switch.
“I will be participating in the
smoking of cannabis, but if the
campus really wanted to help
students relax, they would stop
trying to make students conform to their patriarchally driven curriculum, not give them
weed,” Morgendorffer said.
Some students are in complete
support of the change and think
it will help them get through
stressful times, like midterms
and finals. Undeclared freshman Ralphie Tennelli thinks he
will have an easier time making
it through undergrad with easy
access to marijuana, something
that is a part of his everyday
routine.
“I feel bad for my man Tim,
because I won’t have to leave
campus for my drugs,” Tennelli
Vending continued on Page 2
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said. “Honestly, this will make
getting through my 8:30 a.m.
classes a breeze if you know what
I mean.”
When asked to comment on the
change, Pennington noted how
weed is much safer than soda, as
the latter has a lot of chemicals
and calories in it.
“We want students to get high,
not die,” Pennington said. “The
sugar in soda is really harmful, but students need access to
things that help them handle the
stresses of college. The dispensary machines will hopefully be
that outlet.”

Christina Urban| The Montclarion
A Montclair State student smokes marijuana.

Red Hawk Rap Sheet
Friday, March 23
Student Center Cafeteria: A student contacted
the University Police Department as a result of another student running up
behind them and taking a
bite of their food without
permission soon after fleeing the scene. This incident
is still under investigation
Monday, March 26
Car Parc Diem: The University Police Department was contacted following a fist fight on the
third level of the parking garage over a parking spot. This incident is
still under investigation.
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Monday, March 26
Student Center Quad:
The University Police
Department was contacted when several students
witnessed an unidentified male running in the
nude across the lawn.
The male has been taken
into custody and this incident is undergoing further investigation.

Graphic by Claudia
Habrahamshon

THE MONTCLARION

Tuesday, March 27
Machuga Heights: The
University Police Department responded to a call
from a student resident
claiming that their roommate used their toothbrush to clean their toilet
bowl without their permission. This incident
is being further investigated by Residence Life.
Wednesday, Mar. 28
Online: A student is in
custody after the University Police Department
received several complaints claiming that this
student falsely advertised
Justin Bieber performing at Alexander Kasser
Theater, resulting in several students going to
said event. This incident
is still under investigation.
Wednesday, March 28
School of Commutation
and Media: The University Police Department
was contacted after a student reported that a camera they had received from
the Cage was broken. The
police ignored the claim,
as it was received 100
times in the same week.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents
is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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Students Wait Seven Hours for Shuttle
Sam Carliner
Staff Writer

The shuttle stop outside University Hall became the site
of a large crowd of frustrated
students as they waited seven
hours straight for a shuttle last
Thursday. No shuttles arrived
at the stop from 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Sophomore Jennifer Shimways, who had waited the entire time, described the experience.
“I had just gotten out of my
last class and got to the shuttle
stop,” Shimways said. “There
was a shuttle leaving just as I
got there, but it looked packed
so I decided to wait for an emptier one. None showed up until seven hours later. It was so
weird. I’m used to having to
wait a long time for shuttles,
but this was ridiculous.”
Some students chose to walk
instead, but many waited the
entire time. Senior Brian Appensee, explained why he chose
to wait.
“I guess it would’ve made
more sense to walk, but I just
kept thinking that I’d already
waited so long, there must be
a shuttle coming any minute,”
Appensee said. “I hate walk-

A Montclair State shuttle is parked in Lot 60 that has not moved since 2016.

ing so much. I was cold and
bored, but at least I didn’t have
to walk.”
Some students, like freshman
Trent Gopey, actually found the
experience to be somewhat enjoyable.

“I just decided to sit down
and pull out my laptop,” Gopey
said. “I was just planning on
binging ‘The Office’ in my
dorm. I figured, if I’m gonna
wait, I might as well make the
most of it. I ended up getting

Carly Henriquez| The Montclarion

through season five before the
shuttle showed up.”
While some students didn’t
mind, others were angered
by the experience. Junior Lily
Mozzmen explained her frustration.

“I was so hungry by the time
the shuttle came,” Mozzmen
said. “I had skipped lunch to
prepare for an exam. I didn’t
wanna get food on campus in
case a shuttle showed up while
I was gone, but I was so hungry
the entire time.”
The Office of Commuter Life
released the following statement to address the issue.
“We at the Office of Commuter Life apologize for any
inconvenience that may have
been caused by the lack of shuttles,” said the written statement.
“The campus shuttles were getting stressed, and we had organized a spa day to treat them to
some much deserved rest. We
neglected to communicate this
to the campus community and
take full responsibility.”
Rupert the Shuttle, one of several campus shuttles, addressed
his absence from campus.
“Being a shuttle is really
stressful,” Rupert said. “The
spa day was really great, but
now I need to go back to carrying students around, which
I hate. I wanted to be a dancer,
but there’s so few opportunities
for shuttles in the theater community.”

Rocky Behind Bars After Hit and Run Misty President: Misty has big-

ger political plans for the future

Carly Henriquez
Staff Writer

According to a University Police Department report, Montclair State University mascot
Rocky the Red Hawk ran over
students with a golf cart on
campus. The students are in
stable condition.
The university police were
called to the scene Tuesday
night after two students saw
the events take place.
Mary Lawrence, a 21-year-old
senior studying biochemistry
was one of the students hit.
“It all happened so fast,”
Lawrence said. “One moment I
was listening to my music, the
next moment I was laying on
top of Rocky’s cart.”
After the accident, Lawrence
was taken into the ambulance
where she was treated for severe scratches and bruises.
The second student, junior
communication studies major
Oscar Robinson, was ran over
when Rocky spotted him.
“First of all, who gave a bird
his own golf cart?” Robinson
said. “Rocky is about to hear
from my lawyers because my
toe has a hospital bill that needs
to get paid for. That bird saw
me walking from a mile away.
He was out to get me.”
As former undeclared freshman Bob Maxwell walked toward the bus stop, he came
across the incident.
“It was as if the bird was los-

Continued from page 1

“Vote for me next week to
be SGA president. Vote for me
in two years to be president of
the United States. I think I’ll do
a better job. #Misty2020.”
- Misty, Campus Cat, SGA Presidential Candidate

Rocky gives an angry look in his jail cell.

ing control of the golf cart,”
Maxwell said. “I thought birds
were meant to be good pilots
because of their wings, but I
guess not.”
Another eyewitness reported that after the incidents occurred, Rocky immediately fled
the scene. Before he left, the
eyewitness who chose to stay
anonymous submitted Snapchat videos of the event.
The police officers reviewed
the evidence two hours after
the scandal. It became evident

Photo edited by Allison Daly

that Rocky was guilty for purposefully running over the two
students that night, and it was
not an accident.
According to the police report,
Rocky was later caught hiding
at The Village around 11 p.m.
He was put in handcuffs and
taken to the University Police
Department for investigation.
When asked for a comment
from Rocky about the accusations he said, “I was helping
them pay for their tuition.”

to create courses for animals to
take as well. It’s a new and bold
idea, and I think it’s the right
direction for our school.”
Some of Misty’s other goals
are to allow catnip on campus
and to stop mandatory attendance because sometimes catnaps can’t be avoided.
When Misty said that she
wanted to change the school’s
mascot, the crowd at the debate
filled the air with “boos” and
cheers.
“The bird thing is outdated
and hawks freak meowt,”
Misty said. “Let’s go for something different, like the Montclair Wildcats.”
Members of Montclair Animal
Activists (MAA), an organiza-

tion on campus that supports
animal rights, are in support of
Misty running for president.
“This is what we’ve been
waiting for,” said Jane Doe, a
MAA general member. “I can’t
think of a better way to get humans to see that animals have
feelings and should have rights,
too. I’m so proud of Misty.”
After the debate, Misty said
she had hopes of continuing
leadership.
“I’m feline good about the
upcoming election,” Misty said.
“Vote for me next week to be
SGA president. Vote for me in
two years to be president of the
United States. I think I’ll do a
better job. #Misty2020.”

themontclarion.org
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Photos edited by Chanila German
President Susan A. Cole will compete against her rival Director of the School of Communication and Media Keith Strudler in an
upcoming rap battle on April 15.

Cole vs. Strudler
Montclair State Rap Battle

Gabriella Dragone
Staff Writer
The time has finally come for President
Susan A. Cole to take on her longtime rival,
Director of the School of Communication and
Media Keith Strudler in their upcoming rap
battle. The battle will take place on April 15 in
the Alexander Kasser Theater at 8 p.m. Tickets will go on sale Tuesday, April 3 for $3 with
only a limited amount of tickets available so
get them soon.
President Cole has been rapping for 25
years and is ready to take on Strudler.
“I am so ready,” Cole said. “Ever since he
tried to steal my position as president I knew
that I wouldn’t see the last of him. We’ve
known each other for a while now, so he better
get ready to eat my dust.”
Strudler, on the other hand, thinks he can
beat the president with no difficulty.
“I don’t know why we’re even having this
rap battle,” Strudler said. “She knows she’s
going to lose.”
Some students may think this battle is just

for fun or to settle a score, but it is really more
serious than they think. What students do not
know is that Cole’s title as president of Montclair State University is on the line.
“We made a bet that whoever won this rap
battle would become the president of Montclair State,” Strudler said. “I don’t know why
she accepted the deal. The students, along with
Susan, should prepare their goodbyes because
there’s a new president coming to Montclair
State.”
Students at Montclair State had some comments on the whole battle itself.
“I’m excited,” said junior Sean Matthews.
“My bet is that Strudler is gonna get crushed
by Susan Cole. I don’t think Strudler knows
what he’s even doing. Does he even know
what rap is?”
Another student thought Strudler has what
it takes to take down the rap champion.
“I think it will be a fresh start if Strudler
beat Susan Cole,” said senior Kaylie Simmons.
“She’s been here for 20 years now so I think
it’ll be interesting to see what Strudler has in
store for Montclair.”

Both contestants have been training hard for
this event.
“I practice every day nonstop,” Cole said. “I
listen to a lot of rap music on my phone, and
then I look up the karaoke version on YouTube
and just practice it until I get it right.”
Strudler has a different way of practicing.
“I don’t really need training, but you could
find me getting a coffee at Dunkin’ Donuts
and then going to the gym,” Strudler said.
“When I’m at the gym that’s when I listen to
all of the latest rappers, such as 50 Cent and
Tupac - who is not dead by the way.”
All of Montclair State is buzzing about the
rap battle this year. Students are selling shirts
for support that read “Team Cole” or “Team
Strudler.”
The School of Communication and Media
staff is taking advantage of this event and using it as an assignment for their students to report on it so no one misses out.
The battle will be live on the Montclair State
Twitter and Instagram page @montclairstateu.

“Ever since he tried to steal my position as president I knew that I
wouldn’t see the last of him. We’ve known each other for a while now, so
he better get ready to eat my dust.”
- President Susan A. Cole

themontclarion.org
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Rocky the Red Hawk
Or Rocky the Alien?

Many suspect that Rocky the Red Hawk might not be from this world after experiencing many strange coincidences with him.

Sam Carliner
Staff Writer
For years, Rocky the Red Hawk has been
a beloved campus mascot, attending campus
events and fostering school spirit. However,
recent investigations by The Montclarion have
uncovered that Rocky is actually an alien using Montclair State students to crowdsource
human research. To preserve the safety of informants, their names have been replaced with
those of popular cartoon characters.
Squidward Tentacles noticed mysterious
behavior from Rocky several weeks ago.
“I remember I was walking back from
class and I saw Rocky walking into the tree
area behind Morehead Hall,” Tentacles said.
“I thought that was really weird because it
was nighttime and no one was with him, so I
followed. All of a sudden there was a flash of
light from the sky and Rocky disappeared.”
A member of Team Rocky, Porky Pig, had
trouble remembering working with Rocky.
“Yeah you know, I could’ve sworn that
Rocky was just a student in a costume,” Pig
said. “But now that I think of it, all of my memories from being on Team Rocky feel like they
were a dream.”
An extraterrestrial researcher, Linda Belcher,
explained some of the technology aliens use.
“This technology that can create fake mem-

ories is actually used in a lot of movies and
TV shows like ‘Total Recall’ and ‘Rick and
Morty,’” Belcher said. “Aliens actually control a lot of media and write stories about their
own technology. It’s really genius because if it
was in pop culture, no one will take it seriously and they can keep implanting memories to
keep their cover.”
Belcher suggested that no one would take
this story seriously if it was to be published.
Take this very seriously. This could be life or
death. If you’re reading this, The Montclarion
is the only newspaper you can trust now.
It turns out, several students had been abducted by Rocky. Kim Possible spoke about
her experience.
“I actually kind of thought it was cool. I
mean, it wasn’t like a weird probe situation,”
Possible said. “I was sitting at my desk doing
homework and next thing I know I was at a
desk in a spaceship. It was scary at first, but
Rocky just asked me to take an online survey
and he’d made cheddar biscuits and tea.”
This seemed to be the common trend of the
abductions. Scooby Doo described the experience similarly.
“The survey was so long and boring but
Rocky made the best cheddar biscuits I’ve ever
tasted,” Doo said. “He may be an alien but he
sure knows how to cook for humans.”
According to those who had been abduct-

Photo edited by Chanila German

ed, the survey Rocky made them take consisted of 587 questions. Some of the questions
were, “How many feet is too many,” “Why do
humans eat up food,” and “What are nachos.”
The options to answer were all “True or False.”
The questions did not seem to follow a trend
and were likely not an effective way of gaining an accurate understanding of how humans
think, act and feel.
It is still not clear why Rocky is conducting
these experiments, if there are other aliens like
him, whether or not his intentions are peaceful
or what his cheddar biscuit recipe is.
The Montclarion was not able to get in contact with Rocky, but a plate of cheddar biscuits
was left at The Montclarion office. We still aren’t sure if they were meant as a peace offering
or a warning, but they were in fact delicious.
If anyone has more information on Rocky’s
alien background, please contact The Montclarion at (866) 740-4531.

themontclarion.org
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The three unidentified book thieves that stole a large portion of books from the Harry A. Sprague Library at Montclair State University.

Book Thieves

‘Fighting the Good Fight’
Tiffany Baskerville
Staff Writer
Professors and staff members of Harry A. Sprague Library
are on edge this semester after the disappearance of 114 semester textbooks, magazines and manga that have been allegedly stolen.
On the morning of March 23, Montclair State University’s
head custodian Mike Borges reported seeing three unidentified students dressed in Popeye, Santa Claus and dinosaur
costumes respectively, holding a duffel bag behind the reception desk.
Borges, who stayed late to clean the security room, had
zoomed in on the security camera and witnessed the three
men entering the building as they twerked to music playing
on their phones.
According to Borges, when he approached the students,
the student dressed in the dinosaur costume started to dance
to LMFAO’s song, “Sexy and I Know It.” Confused and baffled, Borges stood there as the students ran away with what
appeared to be books.
Borges, who reported the incident, stated that the robbery
was the most puzzling robbery he had witnessed.
“In my 12 years as the head custodian, I have never witnessed students stealing from the library and dressed in Halloween costumes,” Borges said. “I was speechless because...
well you don’t see Popeye twerking to ‘Sexy and I Know It’
every day. The bad thing is that song is the ringtone to my
cellphone, and now every time it rings, I flinch.”
The library stores all university course textbooks from
mathematics, history, science, Spanish and journalism in a
glass case that is only meant to be admired and not touched
behind the reception desk.
The library staff specified that the books are kept there for
nothing more than decoration. Dean of Library Services Janet

Roberts stated that in the policy of Sprague Library, students
are prohibited from even touching the books. If they do so,
they could face expulsion from the university.
This policy, which had been implemented into the library’s
regulations in late 2016, has drawn an immense amount of
criticism from many students and faculty who think that this
regulation undermines and thwarts the purpose of education
by limiting resources to paying students.
Many professors explained that it is stressful to teach
course material to students who were not prepared for the
lectures. Some students are too broke or cheap to buy their
own textbooks, while others frankly did not care about completing their coursework. The professors believe that if students had access to the textbooks in the library, things might
improve in the future.
With the semester pushing to a close, many students
do not fear what impact this incident will have on their final
exam preparations. Senior earth science major Victor Salvia
was one of these students.
“Christmas literally came early this year,” Salvia said.
“When I heard Santa hijacked the course textbooks in the library, I was thrilled. Those men are fighting the good fight
and saving students from actually doing homework for the
rest of the semester. But, it is not like students could actually
touch the books, much less read them. Not that any students
would want to.”
Senior art major Hilary Williams could not contain her
happiness about the missing textbooks.
Not only were the textbooks stolen, but the thieves made
copies of one of my favorite anime manga and uploaded it
for free on canvas,” Williams said. “I have no problems with
the thieves, they got my support.”
The University Police Department is currently conducting an investigation into the incident. A statement was released by the department.

“We are currently looking into this matter further and
will update the public on any new information in the future,”
police said. “For right now, we do not believe that the book
thieves will strike anytime soon...or at least we hope not.”

Photo courtesy of Google Images
A photo of some of the books stolen by the book
thieves on March 23.
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Help Wanted / Other

DYNAMIC EDUCATOR
We are seeking a dynamic educator
with leadership skills that can both
take the ball and run with it and also
execute their supervisor’s instructions
with excellence. You will work in a
relaxed and productive environment
with others who are passionate about
helping bright young adults who
have special needs. Technology and
the ability to learn technology are part
of every work day. You will earn a
salary, have time off days and receive
a top notch benefits package. Our
organization seeks individuals who
want to grow professionally so we offer advancement and reimbursement
for education as well as continued free
professional development. This is a
great opportunity to build a resume
that includes two of the key employability considerations for new hires in
education: special ed and technology.
Job Type: Full-time. Contact David Di
Ianni, Director,
FilmAcademy360 ddiianni@spectrum360.org

MOTHER’S HELPER NEEDED /
MONTCLAIR AREA
Busy Montclair family .5 miles away
from MSU seeks a Mother’s Helper
to assist with light household chores
and care for our 2-year-old daughter.
Household chores include: washing
dishes, walking and feeding the dog,
emptying the trash, and sweeping the
house as needed. Childcare responsibilities include: preparing meals and
snacks for our daughter, lunch for the
next school day, straightening up her
room, playing with/reading to her.
Must be reliable, agreeable to 2-hour
shifts 2 – 3 times a week to include
weekday evenings and 1 weekend
shift. Potential for babysitting. Clean
background, driving history, identification and references are essential.
For Immediate hire contact Nicole at
Louisecking@aol.com and share your
contact information so we may speak
by telephone.

TUTOR NEEDED / MONTCLAIR
AREA
Are you studying education? We are
looking for a tutor who is an experienced, expert, and enthusiastic MSU
student who is on track to work in
the field. Our son is in 9th grade at
Montclair HS and needs support for
completing homework in all subjects,
test preparation, and most specifically
support with organization and attention skills. If interested please email:
jillian@jillianpransky.com

SEEKING AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER STARTING MID JANUARY
Looking for reliable after-school
babysitter to pick up our 7-yearold daughter from bus or school in
Montclair, 3:30-6:30, starting in midJanuary. You’ll help with homework,
dinner prep, bath and creative play.
Occasional additional hours available,
if desired, for date nights, etc. Sitter
must have clean driving record and
great local references. If interested,
please email Michelle at:
thegoldenmichelle@gmail.com

NOW HIRING / MULTIPLE POSITIONS / MONTCLAIR
Full Time, Part Time, and Internships available. Requirements: results
driven individuals, who are self-motivated and have a versatile personality. Proven track record of trustworthiness, dependability and ethical
behavior. Ability to handle and pacify
difficult customers. Excellent communication skills: written, verbal and
listening. 1-2 years of sales or service
experience is a PLUS, but not required. Bi-lingual – Spanish is a plus.
Benefits: Flexible scheduling available.
Base Salary. Competitive commission
& bonus programs. “Start-up” office
culture ideal for accelerated career
growth. Outstanding opportunity if
you aspire to be a business owner.
Email resume to
Dominick.abramo@gmail.com to apply.

ALL MAJORS / ESPECIALLY
EDUCATION, PSYCH, & SOC. /
SUMMER CAMP JOBS / BERGEN
COUNTY, NJ
Ramapo Country Day Camp is
looking for college counselors to
give campers the best summer ever.
Camp Dates: June 25-August 17 M-F
9-4. The working environment is
enjoyable, creative, positive, and perfect for the summer. A huge resume
booster for teachers. You’ll gain
valuable classroom experience with
a specific age group. We are looking
for people who see camp as something they “get to do”, not “have to
do”. Email: brian@ramapocamp Call:
201-444-7144 See a video of us in action at: www.ramapocamp.com

Study Abroad Information Session:

Edge Hill University
United Kingdom

Learn about Semester and Academic Year Exchange
Programs.
All majors welcome!

Wednesday, April 4th

2:30PM

School of Business, Room 202
For further inquiries or to book an appointment, email
studyabroad@montclair.edu
or stop by the Student Center Annex, Room 207

$15 / PERSONAL ASSISTANT /
TOWACO
Help for professional, small business
owner in home. Immediate start. Flexible hours – hoping for late afternoon
Mon-Fri, possible Sat morning. Looking for responsible person with computer skills to do organizing, paperwork, and small errands. Must drive
and like dogs. Recommendations/references requested. If interested please
email besite@gmail.com
or text 201-759-5955
BABYSITTER NEEDED/ GLEN
RIDGE
For all education and communication
sciences majors looking for practical
experience working with a non-verbal
child – our family is seeking a regular
sitter to watch our 9 yr old daughter
(with ASD diagnosis, using AAC
device), and occasionally her 7 and 5
year old typical siblings. We will need
someone most Wednesday evenings,
~4-7pm, and some weekends. Ideally
you would be available 2-3 additional
weekend days/evenings per month,
in addition to the Wednesday time. If
interested, please email:
jocelieb@yahoo.com

OTHER
ARE YOU IN CRISIS OR STRUGGLING? HEALING, HOPE AND
HELP CAN HAPPEN!
Please CALL the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255
(TALK) at any time to speak to a
counselor and get support. You can
also connect to the Crisis Text Line by
texting “Hello” to 741-741 to be connected to a counselor. All services are
free, confidential and available 24/ 7
for anyone in crisis.
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M

Pennywise Comes for Montclair

ontclair State University has welcomed many prestigious guests on campus, but
none as brightly as Pennywise
the dancing clown. Pennywise
was received in a darkened
newsroom at the School of
Communication and Media
with President Susan Cole, Dr.
Keith Strudler and Dr. Christine Lemesianou as well as an
assortment of excited professors.
This past Wednesday, Pen-

nywise hosted an hour-long
seminar on conquering fear
for the gifted and talented students here at Montclair State.
Cole and the program’s representatives hoped that the seminar would help the kids move
forward emotionally and
mentally as they progressed
through the trials of their everyday lives.
Pennywise’s track record
precedes him. The program
heads heard about his success

with the kids from a school in
Derry, Maine and collaborated with Cole in contacting the
dancing clown. Officials have
yet to release how they contacted the clown, nonetheless
Pennywise’s appearance may
foreshadow a rise in star studded visitors.
Students have often voiced
their pleasure at the constant
stream of academic and career
workshops here on campus.
Star studded speakers will in-

crease the volume of students
who attend, meaning more
students will receive the assistance that they need.
First, we must show our
support for Pennywise to encourage program representatives and Cole to continue
this trend. Pennywise is slated
to return next week to lead a
week long trip to Derry with
another group of the gifted
and talented program. Students can show their support

by contacting representatives
with request to aid Pennywise
on his trip.
As for the previous seminar,
the students have locked themselves in their rooms, hard at
work preparing for their future with fervor according to
pleased parents. Pennywise’s
guidance apparently works,
so we look forward to seeing
what he has in store for gifted
and talented students on his
week-long trip.

Show Your Support
Sign up to Volunteer at
TheMontclarion.org

Campus
Voices:
How do you
feel about
Pennywise
visiting
Montclair State
University?

“I don’t know what Montclair
[State] is, but I hope those kids
have fun.”

“This will pan out nicely.”

“Are the children safe? Have
they followed all the saftey
protcols? Bring them over to
my playhouse instead.”

“I’ll crack open a cold one
with Pennywise anytime.”

- Bozo The Clown
Unconcerned,
Happy

- Joker
Interested,
Plotting

- Ronald McDonald
Very Concerned,
Not Lovin’ It

- Krusty The Clown
Unconcerned,
Never Cared in the First Place
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Cats and Coffee:
The New Cafe Diem

T

he cat is
out of the bag.
President Susan
Cole announced
that Cafe Diem
will be renoCHANTEL DIAZ
vated
and
ASSISTANT
OPINION EDITOR t r a n s f o r m e d
into a cat cafe
next fall. Cat cafes started gaining
popularity in Asia in the ‘90s before
spreading its claws in the U.S. and
throughout Europe. Now, Montclair
State University will offer both coffee
and cats at Cat Cafe Diem. This is all
part of Montclair State’s latest initiative — to fully integrate animals into
campus life by 2020.
According to Cole, the renovation
of Cafe Diem will include three phases. First, the current walls will be
replaced with wooden shelves that
will allow the cats to roam around as
they please above students. Second,
current tables will be either replaced
with lower-level tables or with pillows to make socializing with the
cats more efficient. Third, the school
will adopt 15 cats from the Montclair
Township Animal Shelter and have
them up for adoption exclusively for
students. The Au Bon Pain menu is
said to stay the same but with an additional Kitty-Cat menu for the 15

cats.
While having cute cats around
while students study and drink
lattes may sound like a unique
experience, there may be some serious health and safety concerns.
Ten litter boxes are expected to be
placed around the cafe, but what
if the cats decide not to use the litter boxes or they get disoriented
in their search for them with all
the students? What if the students accidentally step on or spill
their drinks on the cats? If some
students are allergic to the cats,
they will not be allowed to come
to Cafe Diem anymore. These are
all issues that can affect both the
students and the cats.
Many students have complained that Montclair State lacks
more vegetarian, non-gluten,
vegan and halal foods on campus.
By bringing cats instead of offering more food variety, questions
regarding if the school is really
listening to the student’s dietary
needs will be raised. Regardless,
it should be interesting to see how
Cat Cafe Diem will play out in fall
of 2018.

Thumbs Up
Montclair State construction
finishes up
Montclair State closes down for
snow day
All students awarded 10 thousand
dollar scholarships

Chantel Diaz, a business analytics major,
is in her first year as an assistant opinion
editor for The Montclarion.

Ready, Set, Apply:
Free Housing Now Available

I

f you are like
me, you were
probably jumping up and down
and
screaming
with excitement
when you found
out that Montclair
KYLE KULIKOWSKI State University
COLUMNIST
will be offering
free housing as
of fall 2018. While there is an application process to get accepted for the free
housing, this is a huge opportunity for
many students.
The applications for free housing
will open up to students on April 1.
However, there are a few requirements
in order to be accepted. First, you must
have a GPA of a 3.0 or higher. Second,
you must be a full-time student at
Montclair State. Lastly, you must submit your application on the Residence
Life website by April 8. Applications
will only be accepted for one week, so
make sure to add it to the very top of
your to-do list.
The Office of Residence Life has
confirmed that when reviewing applications, upperclassmen will be considered first, then juniors and so on and
so forth.
While this is a great offer by the
university, students selected for free
housing will either be placed in Bohn

Hall or Blanton Hall. While Bohn and
Blanton are not usually the top choices
for housing, I believe under these circumstances people are willing to settle
in these dorms since they will be free.
Resident assistants will continue to
get paychecks in addition to their free
housing. They usually get free housing
and regular paychecks, and this will
continue to be the case even with free
housing being offered.
With college students already stressing over the cost of tuition, books,
dorm supplies, activities and many
other things, this is an amazing opportunity to save a few extra thousand
dollars. Just think of the countless other things you could spend your money
on rather than housing deposits and
payments. This awesome offer will
probably draw many local students to
Montclair State, specifically to receive
the on-campus housing experience.
Students selected for free housing
will be notified by mid-summer break.
If a student chooses not to accept the
offer, they must pay the regular housing fee. Get your computers charged
and ready to go because application
time is just around the corner.

Kyle Kulikowski, a television and digital media
major with a concentration in television production, is in his first year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Thumbs Down
New York City flies aways
Bread banned on campus
The Montclarion office falls apart
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Superhero Profile:

Deadpool

Babee Garcia | The Montclarion

Deadpool continues to fail at scoring with the ladies at Montclair State because of his inappropriate behavior.
What happens when one of Marvel’s baddest apples comes to Montclair State University to trade his
weapons for books? The campus
gets Deadpool for a classmate. In a
recent interview, The Montclarion
sat down with him and it was not
pleasant.
Q: Congratulations on expecting a sequel on May 18.
Have you heard anything from
Wolverine?
A: Why thank you, madam. It
brings me tremendous joy to
see that all the young kids out
there have a morally incorruptible and handsome role model
to look up to. I especially love
when they ask for autographs.
As for my best buddy in the
world Wolverine, he hasn’t
been answering my calls for
over a year. Last time we spoke
on the phone, he mentioned
something about a woman and
a young mute girl that were
asking for his help. Is he okay?
Can someone find out? Or not,
that’s fine too. This would just
prove that my healing factor
has always been superior.
Q: Out of all the characters in
the Marvel universe, which
ones would you kiss, kill or
marry?

A: Yay! I love this game! But wait
a minute, why did you say ‘kiss’?
I remember the traditional term
MFK being a lot nastier and more
interesting for the game. What
is this, some kind of local school
newspaper that has to follow
strict conduct and language policies? Sheesh, where’s Brian Williams when you need a properly
done fake story?
Q: Why did you decide to come
to Montclair State?
A: Well, since all of the best people with the best qualifications
have concluded I am the most im-

portant person in the world, it can
be hard to get some privacy. So, I
figured I would stop by a university and speak to some hardworking
students that will be leading the
way in the workforce for years to
come! Plus, anything and anyone
whose official color is red is a winner in my book.
Q: You put on some weight since
your first film. Is it your love of
chimichangas?
A: Listen, when you are a star of
my stature, money simply is not a
concern. After I finished shooting
‘Deadpool 2’ and received my pay

check, I went and spent it all on
chimichangas. How fantastic is
that? My house looks like an episode of ‘Hoarders’ now, except
without the dead rats.
Q: Is Francis still in prison?
A: If by ‘prison’ you mean
‘cluster of forgettable jerks that
were gracefully and expertly
eliminated by a person named
Deadpool,’ then yes, and I have
a feeling he’s going to be there
for quite a long time.
Q: What’s your favorite crime
fighting song?
A: Definitely ‘ABC’ by The
Jackson 5.
Q: You sound like a jerk.
A: Only when I’m hungry. I’ve
been trying to exaggerate that
side of me as I really push for
that Snickers sponsorship. I
mean, c’mon, if they could do
one with Roseanne Barr, of
all people, why can’t they get
someone who is actually relevant and didn’t intentionally
besmirch the national anthem
for comedic effect? Do you
want to hear my rendition of
the anthem? It’s lovely!

Babee Garcia | The Montclarion

Conceited and irreverent, Deadpool poses at the School of Communication and Media
as if he owns the place.
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Bruce Willis Returns to Montclair State
After Four Decades
Collin De Lade
Staff Writer
Veteran movie star Bruce Willis
has announced his return to Montclair State University to finish up his
remaining senior year after a 41-year
break. Being heavily known around
campus that he is an alumnus, Montclair State students are always surprised to hear that he never finished
his senior year of college.
Willis will be re-enrolling into the
drama program in the fall of 2018
where he will finish up the remaining
credits he failed to complete decades
ago. Willis will have to retake a couple
of classes due to a change in the curriculum. Freshmen will be excited to find
that they have Willis in their new student seminar and speech classes. Willis noted that he hopes the students
and faculty at the university treat him
like any other student, as he wants to
experience college the same as everyone else.
The actor will also be taking up
some extra curriculum activities, including becoming a member of MSU
Players. The current members of Players have no need to worry, as Willis is
going to have to audition just like everyone else.
When asked about what role he
would love to audition and perform,
Willis commented that he always
dreamed of playing Edna Turnblad
from the hit Broadway show, “Hairspray.” Having some background in
singing, Willis would be thrilled to
work and show off his vocal range
with his future cast members next semester.
Many students have voiced their excitement in the possibility of being in
a class with the legendary actor. Some
television and digital media students
are excited to hear that Willis will also
be taking some classes in their major.
“I can’t believe that I’m going to

Photo courtesy of Montclair State Alumni

Actor Bruce Willis speaking at a previous Montclair State graduation.

Top Picks to Stream

‘The Emoji Movie’ on Netflix

‘The Human Centipede’ Trilogy on Netflix
Perhaps the most prestigious trilogy,
Tom Six’s three “Human Centipede”
films have garnered worldwide acclaim
since the original’s debut in 2009. While
the particulars change in each film, essentially they follow a group of people
who are forced into underground surgery that will connect them by a single
digestive system.
The first movie is relatively straightforward, while the second film, subtitled “Full Sequence” is arguably the
most brutal even though it is the only
one filmed in mostly black and white.
The trilogy takes a turn for the campy
with the third and final film, which
takes place within a maximum security prison. Many have heard of, but few
have seen “The Human Centipede”
trilogy.

The winner of this year’s Razzies
for Worst Picture, Worst Director,
Worst Screen Combo and Worst
Screenplay, “The Emoji Movie” is
now available to stream on Netflix.
Maybe Razzie voters were mad they
hadn’t come up with this brilliant
and brand new idea themselves, or
maybe they are just haters.
Sure, it might seem like a blatant rip off combination of “Wreck It
Ralph” and “The Angry Birds Movie” but in reality, it is so much more.
Sir Patrick Stewart, who has been
knighted by the Queen of England,
plays the poop emoji. What more
could anyone ask for?

Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures

complete college in a tenth of the time
it took B. Willie to do the same,” Celeste Teodosio said. “If Big Willie got
to where he is today with a pathetic
41-year time span of completing college, imagine what I’m going to accomplish after finishing in an impressive four years.”
Teodosio is not the only television
and digital media student who is excited to be in a class with Willis. Senior
Taylor Moore offers that Willis can
always come to her to borrow notes,
as she insists that he’s going to need
them.
Outside of the classroom, one student wanted to taunt the “Die Hard”
star into a manly arm wrestling competition. The campus radio station’s
very own DJ Mario Papa is expressing
his confidence in taking Willis down.
“There’s no competition, I would
destroy Willis on my worst day at arm
wrestling,” Papa said. “If he’s up for
the challenge, he can find me at the radio station.”
Even some professors are interested
in having the famous actor in one of
their classes. Professor Vernard Gantt
is surprised to see Willis enroll in his
introduction to control room and studio course.
After hearing about the legendary
action star being enrolled in his upcoming class, professor Gantt only
had a couple of words.
“Why not?” Gantt said. “I’m curious to see what he’s going to offer in
my class.”
Montclair State police have announced their expansion in security
for Willis’ arrival, as many believe that
he’s only returning to try out a new
setting for “Die Hard 6.” While the
actor has not stated the reason for his
return, students and faculty should
be on the lookout for any of his projects resembling one of his “Die Hard”
films.

-Robert O’Connor
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Photo courtesy of IFC Midnight

-Robert O’Connor
Assistant Entertainment Editor

If there is a movie or TV show you want to recommend,
don’t email montclarionentertainment@gmail.com
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T-Pain to Return to Montclair State

Mackenzie Robertson | The Montclarion

Jonathon Hoch is pictured outside of the Student Recreation Center giving a thumbs-up about T-Pain.
Robert O’Connor
Assistant Entertainment Editor
After canceling his performance at Montclair State
University a mere two days before he was scheduled
to perform for the fall homecoming concert, T-Pain is
making his triumphant return this semester.
A last minute email revealed that he will be back
for the spring concert held in Lot 60. When asked why
he prematurely canceled last time, the rapper said, “I
ain’t even know it, even know it, till they call you to
the stage.”
Many Montclair State students, including senior
political science major Amelia Mignonette Thermopolis Renaldi, are excited to see one of their favorite
artists perform.
When asked whether she would be attending the
concert or going back to Genovia for the weekend,
Thermopolis Renaldi said, “I’m not goin’ nowhere
girl, I’m staying! I’m in love with a stripper.”
T-Pain has announced that following his performance, he will be spending his evening at Public
House 46 and has invited students to join him.

“Let me buy you a drank,” the rapper said. “I’ve got
money in the bank, shawty what you think ‘bout that?
I’ll be in the gray Cadillac.”
Other Montclair State students, like junior musical
theater major Fantine Tholomyes, are less forgiving of
T-Pain’s last minute cancellation. She wonders why
he is getting a second chance.
“Why can’t we get Nicki Minaj, Nicki Lewinsky,
Nicky the Ninja, Nicki the boss, Nicki the Harajuku
Barbie?” Tholomyes asked. “Like I don’t even know
why these girls bother at this point.”
English major Andy Sachs had a lot to say about the
rapper’s return to the school.
“He’s not my first choice, that’s for sure, but I guess
he’s better than Cheat Codes,” Sachs said. “I mean,
who are they? They have some song with Demi Lovato, who speaks to my soul, but I can’t imagine she’ll
make a special appearance. If she does show up I’ll
die of happiness, but I highly doubt it. So for now, Mr.
Shawty Snappin’ it is.”
Animal herding sophomore and parttime cowgirl
Lureen Newsome is not a huge T-Pain fan, but she
likes that Montclair State is trying to get some famous

performers.
“He’s no Cardi B, but I guess I’ll go,” Newsome said.
“I’ll be swiping right on everyone on Tinder, whether
they’re hot or not, because I want my girl to perform
Bartier Cardi live! But I suppose T-Pain will be a good
placeholder until then, so get swiping, y’all!”
The English department has released a statement
detailing their disappointment in the artist’s selection,
hoping for someone with better diction.
“We had hoped Student Life at Montclair (SLAM)
would book a performer with better grammar,” said
a representative for the English department. “A song
titled ‘Buy U A Drank’ should have the word ‘you’
spelled out. This is a college campus. We should be
getting our performers’ spelling.”
The concert will take place in Lot 60 on Saturday,
April 7 at 7 p.m. Local student DJs will open for T-Pain,
who will take the stage after a brief introduction and
campaign speech by the student government’s presidential candidate Misty the Cat.

Photo courtesy of ohmy.disney.com
Photo courtesy of Will Folsom via Flickr

The homecoming concert with T-Pain was canceled due to scheduling conflicts, but he will return.

Political science major Amelia Mignonette Thermopolis Renaldi
was in shock when she heard T-Pain would be returning.
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This Week In
Red Hawk
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THU 3/29
No Games

FRI 3/30

Men’s Scubadiving at
the Shore
5:30 a.m.
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New Terms in Sports
‘McTwisty’ and ‘whoopsie daisy’ added among new official sports terms

Women’s Hacky Sack at
the Local 7/11
7:11 p.m.

SAT 3/31
Baseball at
Your Mom’s House
11:30 a.m.
Softball vs.
Atlantis University
2 p.m.
Baseketball at
the Flag Pole
2:30 p.m.
Handball vs.
the Rec Center Employees
3:30 p.m.

Robert O’Connor
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Montclair State University
Gamers at
Video Production Club
7 p.m.

SUN 4/1
Women’s Racketball vs.
The College of Bikini Bottom
12 p.m.

MON 4/2
No Games

TUE 4/3
My Dad vs.
Your Dad
3 p.m.

Ben Caplan | The Montclarion

Football and other sports will receive new terms next year.

Lucia Rubi-Godoy
Web Editor
The Associated Press (AP) released an updated sports index
containing the acceptable terms
that journalists can use while
covering sporting events from
now on.
Formerly referred to as a
pass, a Switcherooni can be
used across all sports that require players passing the ball.
An example would be: Andrew
Tinari switcheroonied the ball
to Hassan Ndam.
To refer to the moment in
which a hockey player uses his
or her body as a weapon that
fans riot over as if it was actu-

ally entertaining, it is now
acceptable to use the term
‘whoopsie daisy.’
In basketball, the warm-up
layups during the intermission will be called Mc-twisties
because that’s more fun. But
only the ones during the intermission, not during the game.
Fouls are bad, as all sports
fans would know. Players can
get hurt, and that is certainly
not okay. To highlight this,
the term ‘foul’ will now and
forevermore be referred to as
‘real life cyberbullying.’ Hopefully, this will yield a more
positive and less violent experience for all players, while
showing young fans that violence is never the answer. Except for boxing and wrestling.
Who knows?

If someone is a real-life cyberbully, they will be immediately
placed in Time Out. However,
it will no longer be referred to
as a Time Out, but as a Time’s
Up. As a top figure in the sports
world Alyssa Milano taught the
world, TIME’S UP!
All track and cross-country
races will now be performed
by speed-walkers as opposed
to runners. Life goes by very
quickly, and athletes should be
able to take a look at the scenery occasionally without being
weighed down by the pressure
of the term ‘runner.’ As Usain
Bolt said in an exclusive interview with our very own Javier
Reyes, “Trees are pretty. They
give us oxygen too. Whoa.”
Across all sports, halftime will
be known as ‘taking a breather’

because exercise is hard work,
and the AP recognizes that even
the best athletes need a chance
to catch their breath.
“Life is stressful, and the efforts of athletes are often underrated,” said Colin Kaepernick in
an interview with WMSC.
Volleyball players will now
be required to wear full-length
pants.
“Their scratched up knees
are offensive to families across
the south,” said Second Lady of
the U.S. Karen “Mother” Pence
during a press conference last
week.
These are only some of the
changes that AP updated in
their guide. Buy the 2019 stylebook at a Borders near you to
find out the rest.

The Montclarion’s
Sports Editor at
the Better Jokes Store
3:30 p.m.
Softball vs.
New York Yankees

WED 4/4
Baseball vs.
New York Mets
3:30 p.m.
Football at
Colin Kaepernick’s House
4 p.m.

Brandon Koodish | The Montclarion
Lacrosse will have completely different terms next season.

Red Hawks Baseball: 4
Cleveland Indians: 7

Anthony Gabbianelli | The Montclarion
McTwisties will be implemented in basketball terminology.

Red Hawk Recap

Quick Chek: 7
Wawa: 2

Red Hawks Pickleball: 6
The Cast of The Office: 2

BROCKHAMPTON: 16
Mumford and Sons: 6

Donald Trump:
Susan Cole: (DH)
POSTPONED

(Insert Montclair State Team Here): 10
(Insert Opponent Team Here): 9
Red Hawks Curling:
The Entire Island of Staten Island:
POSTPONED
Red Hawks Basketball: 64
Brooklyn Nets: 51
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The Swimming Pool is in
the Pudding

The Rec Center’s swimming pool will be filled with chocolate pudding for the foreseeable future

Photo courtesy of www.montclair.edu

The Olympic-size swimming pool at the rec center, where the swim teams practice, will be filled with pudding for the foreseeable
future.
dividual packs of three-ounce center.
filled with pudding.
swimmers will be fine and exAnthony Gabbianelli
pudding cups will be delivered
This statement could be cited to swim in our new, choc“Is it vegan?” asked StephSports Editor
by Sunday.
linked to a rise in theft at olate pool.”
anie Badoodle, a member of
Most employees are unhappy all dining areas on campus,
Montclair Animal Activists.
Events are being planned
The Student Recreation Cen“Like how many animals died
ter announced that the facility’s about the change and addition- particularly in the theft of to celebrate the pudding pool,
spoons, a report said.
to put all of that pudding into
and the rec center has already
Olympic-size swimming pool al work.
“It really sucks,” said lifeThe other big issue fac- begun promoting it. One event
that pool?”
will be filled with chocolate
guard Steve McSteversen. “I re- ing the swimming pool be- planned is a pudding eating
Student Seymour Butz was
pudding later this week.
concerned about the overall apIn a statement released to ally like pudding. I don’t want ing filled with pudding is the contest to see who can eat the
pearance of the pudding pool.
their social media, the rec cen- to put it in the pool; I want to university’s swim teams. The most pudding within a given
men’s and women’s swim time frame.
“It looks kind of weird,”
ter’s employees said they will eat it.”
Student’s at the rec center teams practice there before
Butz said. “People might see
“It will be fun to see the stufill the swimming pool with the
that as a pool full of something
thick, chocolatey treat for stor- have asked tougher questions competitions. Not having dents stuff their face with pudsince the statement was made.
water in the pool could lead ding,” said Jeff Jefferson, a rec
else. I don’t want to say it outage.
“Can I swim in it?” asked to big problems, according to center official. “We have rules
right, but it looks disgusting. I
“Montclair State Univerwouldn’t do anything in that.”
in place, obviously. If you throw
sity’s Dining Services ordered Ronald McNonald. “They never their spokesperson.
“Without the water, it los- up, you are disqualified. StuffThe pudding pool, much
so much chocolate pudding said I couldn’t, and I’ve always
like the Red Hawk statue outthat they requested storage wanted to swim in pudding. I es the purpose of the name ing your pockets with pudding
side of College Hall, is getting
in our swimming pool, so we think we should swim in it, ab- ‘swimming pool,’” said the is also against the rules and will
spokesperson. “If you can’t result in a disqualification, too.”
polarizing views, but it’s here to
let them,” the statement read. solutely.”
Antwon Bantwon is willing swim in it, how are we supstay so the campus community
While the rec center con“Later this week, we will be
posed to practice? Can you tinues to promote it, some stuis going to have to deal with it
draining our swimming pool to bring his own spoon.
“Could we eat the pudding even swim in pudding?”
for now.
dents are questioning the ethito prepare for the placement of
The swim teams and the cal use of an Olympic-size pool
the chocolate pudding. Please, when we’re here?” Bantwon
if you want to swim in the pool said. “If I were to bring my rec center’s officials held a
for the last time, come and spoon to the gym, could I just behind-closed-doors meetgo into the pool and start eating ing that ended up with the
swipe in.”
Lifeguards will be on staff it in my bathing suit? I feel like decision to also allow competition and practices in the
around the clock whenever this should be addressed.”
Fortunately for the students, pudding-filled pool. This deanyone wants to swim in the
pool before it is closed. Those their questions led to another cision pleased all parties involved.
caught still swimming in the statement from the rec center.
“While we feel it would be ex“It all came down to if you
pool while it is being drained,
according to the rec center, tremely unhealthy for students can really swim in a liquid
will also be drained out of the to swim in the pudding and/or that thick,” said the spokeseat the pudding, we can’t deny person. “They demonstrated
school.
When the creamy, chocolate the students their wishes and by throwing one of their empudding replaces the 660,000 will allow all students to use the ployees into the pool of pudgallons of water, employees of pudding-filled swimming pool ding and they came out just
Photo courtesy of freestockphoto.biz
the rec center will stick their however they deem necessary,” fine. Other than being stuck
spoons into the pool. The in- read the statement from the rec for some time, I think our Students will be swimming in pudding instead of water after this week.

